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Learning to Drive a
Stick-Shift

By: Rylen Meyer

2 One reason I wanted to
learn how to drive a
manual is because my
dream cars are sports
cars. Also, four of my
family members own
stick shifts.
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The Different
Pedals
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Goal One: Learn How to Start the Car
Day One and Two: I began to learn how to
balance the clutch and the gas in order to
get the car moving.

Struggles: In the beginning I would
typically stall. Also I would either add to
much gas or I would add not enough. It
was really hard to find that perfect
middle.

Summary: This first step pushed me
because it forced me to create a “feel” for
something I can't see. Typically with cars I
like to be perfect, and I wasn't able to.

Success: After a while of practice, I was
able to have about two of three smooth
starts to get the car moving! By day two, I
was more consistent to start the car.

Feedback: My dad was really helpful in
telling me when I may have added too
much gas. Also he told me to go slower,
and find the moment the clutch catches
the gas. In the beginning I listened really
well but by day two after I had already
succeeded it was hard for me to take
advice and not get frustrated.

5 Learning the
Different Gears

6 Goal Two: Learn the Different Gears
Day Three: I learned about the different
gears and when I should switch into a
gear.

Struggles: It was really hard not to look
down while driving. Also, because I
couldn't look down It was hard for me to
switch into the correct gear. Also,
although I barely needed it downshifting
was confusing for me.

Summary: In this day, I continued to grow
in patience as I pushed myself to
multi-task and grow a “feel” for the car.

Success: I easily picked up when to shift
gears. It wasn't hard for me to know when
the right time was. Also after a while, I
was decent at shifting from first to second
to eventually third gear. Anything past
those were a little intimidating.

Feedback: I drove with my mom and she
told me I was a natural with the car but
could use practice the gears by just
moving them without. The car on. This
would help grow a “feel”. I received
feedback a lot better because I wasn't as
frustrated and focused more on growing.
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